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Editorial

The new EU Energy Commissioner, Günther Oettinger, has also re-
cognised the need for change and has become an advocate of 

restructuring the energy system to minimise CO2 emissions. But he 
needs our support. We all have to pool our efforts to ensure that Euro-
pean decision-makers realise just how important renewable energies 
are in providing a sustainable supply of energy without radioactive 
waste or insecure CO2 storage systems. Looking back at the disap-
pointing climate conference in Copenhagen, it is essential to under-
stand this and realise that wind energy has to be recognised as a vital 
element in providing a solution to climate change issues, worldwide. 
By the year 2020, according to estimates provided by the Global Wind 
Energy Council (GWEC), wind energy will be able cover 12 % of the 
energy consumption and save up to 1.5 billion tons of CO2 every year. 
So wind energy‘s key role in protecting the climate has to be further 
incorporated in the follow-up agreement to the Kyoto Protocol. And at 
the next climate conference in Bonn this summer, Chancellor Merkel 
will have the opportunity to pave the way for a binding agreement.  

It is thus all the more crucial for us not be deluded by false information 
such as that renewables are the reason for rising electricity prices 
– despite the considerable drop in stock market prices for electrici-
ty during the current financial crisis. Not only have the stock market 

prices dropped, but also the Federal Network Agency has lowered the 
system usage rates in Germany – a considerable portion of the electri-
city price – by up to 30 %. Normally this would mean that the price of 
electricity should decrease as well, especially since wind energy has a 
damping effect on the stock market price and has saved the economy 
billions in electricity costs. Studies indicate that in Germany alone this 
price-damping effect was already estimated at an annual rate of 5 
billion Euros in 2006. And with increasing share of renewable power 
savings have been boosted even further. Now the aim is to ensure that 
these savings are actually passed on to the consumers. In the long run 
there will be no other alternative but to ensure power supply through 
renewables because with a forecasted world population of up to 12 
billion people, resources will eventually become scarce.

During his visit to the small town of Estinnes in Wallonia, Belgium, 
the former EU Energy Commissioner, Piebalgs, was able to see for 
himself just how sophisticated onshore technology has become. 
The eleven E-126 turbines are providing clean energy for more than 
150,000 people. At the inauguration ceremony of the giant turbines, 
guests were able to experience what onshore wind energy is capable 
of and discover that wind energy is not just the only chance for cur-
bing energy costs but that it also has the power to do so.   

Yours sincerely

Aloys Wobben
Managing Director ENERCON GmbH

Transition to less CO
2
 

emissions at affordable prices
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WEC Tours: New factory for annual production of 200 towers

Construction on the concrete tower pro-

duction factory in Matane, Quebec is al-

ready well underway and the facilities spread 

out over 15,000 square metres are due to 

begin operations by the end of July. Besides 

tower production, this new site also includes 

E-module assembly, a service warehouse for 

the Quebec region and  administrative offices.

Due to spring weather conditions some sites 

are often difficult to access for about four 

weeks, so having large areas to store the 

segments is essential. However, one way of 

getting around the delivery access problem 

and ensuring that the assembly teams can 

still install the WECs, is to transport the tower 

segments in advance to the sites during the 

winter months while the ground is still frozen. 

Further storage area is required for compo-

nents delivered from throughout Canada.

“We have been building our concrete towers 

using basically the same principle for years. 

This method has been reliable for our clima-

tic zone,” reports Norbert Hölscher, Managing 

director of WEC Tours Québec. “But, for the 

colder climates of Canada 

we had to make some mo-

difications so that the tow-

ers can also be assembled 

at sub-zero (C°) tempera-

tures. We are thus able to 

avoid losing too much ins-

tallation time.”

“Our plans are to hire more 

than 130 workers in Mata-

ne,” explains Hölscher. Re-

cruitment of personnel has 

already begun. “We are still 

looking for administrative 

personnel and reinforced concrete workers.” 

With the exception of blue collar workers, all 

future employees, i.e. purchasers, foremen, 

service and maintenance teams and payroll 

accountants will be expected to spend 4-10 

weeks in Germany for training. 

The technical equipment is scheduled to be 

installed in May and production will be laun-

ched by August. “Our specialists in Emden 

have already performed preliminary tests on 

the raw materials and were satisfied with 

the results, which means that we should be 

able to procure almost all the necessary ma-

terials locally.” Proximity to a harbour was 

one of the reasons the facility planners cho-

se Matane. Hölscher: “From here, tower seg-

ments can be shipped quite far west along the 

St. Lawrence River and across the Great Lakes. 

In addition, Canadian rail service have large fa-

cilities and various possibilities of transporting 

the components over this vast country.”

Matane: Concrete tower production under construction in December.

Since mid-December 2009, the first four 

E-53 turbines have been up and running at 

the “Mihai Viteazu” wind farm approx. 50 km 

north of the Romanian harbour town of Con-

stanta. In 2010, a total of 35 of these turbines are 

to be installed here and in neighbouring wind 

farms. “With the first section of Mihai Viteazu, 

ENERCON is the first manufacturer to have 

installed and connected a wind farm compri-

sing of brand new wind turbines in Romania,” 

announced ENERCON Sales Engineer Florian 

Rohde happily. The reason being that, until 

the end of 2008, only used wind turbines were 

installed in the land between the Carpathians 

and the Black Sea.

Andreas Blutke, Chief Executive of the Cons-

tanta based owners of the wind farm, Clean 

Energy Development, was highly apprecia-

tive of the great cooperation with ENERCON. 

“Without their hard efforts and great commit-

ment, the project wouldn‘t have been suc-

cessful!” Once completed the Mihai Viteazu 

farm will contain 12 turbines and the Swiss 

investors, Stream Invest Holding, have already 

agreed three more projects in the vicinity. The-

se are in Biruinta, Pantelimon und Ciocarlia. 

“After our first positive experience in Roma-

nia, we could imagine installing larger wind 

farms at other locations closed to the Black 

Sea‘s coast. There are still a lot of areas in 

various regions which have an excellent wind 

potential,” says Rohde. Offices for ENERCON’s 

Service engineers looking after the wind farms 

in the area have already been rented. And on 

a long-term basis, Rohde thinks that installing 

a volume of 30-50 2 MW turbines per year is 

feasible. 

Exploiting wind energy is still in its infancy in 

Romania but since they are now a member 

of the EU, the government is committed to 

expanding renewable energies. So far, hydro 

power has been the major source of renewa-

ble energy production. However, Romania has 

been wanting to make headway in using its 

wind resources for years now. A law that re-

gulates the remuneration of renewable energy 

has been adopted only in November. So, the 

projects in Constanta are just the first stepping 

stone. After building the first E-53 wind farms 

for Stream Invest the annual CO2 reduction will 

be already up to 56 thousand tons.

First new wind farm in Romania
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Westray Development Trust (WDT) are 

the winners of “The Best Community 

Initiative Award” in 2009, a prize awarded by 

Scottish Renewables, a forum 

for Scotland’s Renewable Energy 

Industry. The eight categories of 

awards highlight and celebrate 

the achievements of trailblazing 

organisations in the renewables 

field. WDT has installed a wholly 

community owned E-44 turbine 

on Westray, a north-western Or-

kney island. In the notification it 

was stated that Westray com-

munity “is taking sustainability 

to its heart and is ensuring that 

initiatives, incentives and things 

people can do are effectively communicated 

to complete the objective.” The ceremony was 

held at a formal dinner on 3rd December 2009 

in Edinburgh, attended by approx. 700 people, 

among them Henri Joppien, ENERCON sales 

manager Great Britain. “The prize is looked on 

as a high honour for the Trust and the people 

on Westray”, commented Alasdair McVicar at 

WDT. He also made acknowledgements on the 

help received from the project partners, name-

ly: Community Energy Scotland, turbine manu-

facturer ENERCON, power purchaser Smartest 

Energy, Triodos Bank and technical consultant 

Colin Anderson. “The honour and practical be-

nefits of this award to local businesses and 

tourism are well recognised”, McVihar added. 

“With community ownership of the turbine, the 

residents of Westray look on the award with 

considerable pride and many take a personal 

interest in the performance of the turbine.”

Westray community awarded Scottish renewable energy prize 

At the ceremony: Henri Joppien, ENERCON, Steve Moore, Triodos Bank, 
Alasdair McVicar, WDT, and Lain Robertson, Smartest Energy.     
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Researchers from the universities of Hano-

ver and Erlangen conducted a study on 

the flight behaviour of bats in the vicinity of 70 

WECs in Germany. Depending on the regional 

range of species present, there were large dif-

ferences in the probability of collisions with tur-

bines. In some parts of south-western Germa-

ny, e.g., it is the common pipistrelle that often 

comes close to the rotors; in north-eastern Ger-

many, by contrast, there have been relatively 

frequent sightings of the common noctule. 

But the study also found that there are those 

among the 25 species occurring in Germany 

that do not look for their prey at heights where 

wind turbine rotors are found: Mouse-eared 

bats (genus Myotis), for example, do not dis-

play any activity at nacelle height. They hunt 

very largely in the forest and rarely fly higher 

than the tree tops.

ENERCON was the technical cooperation part-

ner in this study that was conducted in 2008 

during an activity period from April to Novem-

ber. Using the SCADA system, the wind speeds 

at nacelle height were tracked in parallel with 

the acoustic recordings. As wind speeds in-

creased, smaller species such as the 

common pipistrelle rarely travelled to 

the height of the nacelle. Presumab-

ly they are too light to stay on course 

during high winds. According to the 

researchers, the data permits some 

general conclusions.

One of them is: The stronger the wind, 

the lower the risk of collisions. So far, 

the researchers have not found any 

conclusive evidence that an increased 

risk for bats must be assumed for WEC 

sites in forested areas. This matter is, 

however, still under investigation; the 

analyses have not yet been completed.

As far as methodology goes, the acoustic de-

tection systems installed in the nacelles have 

proven their worth. Their results were mat-

ched successfully to high-resolution images 

from thermographic cameras. The authors 

also present a possible approach for taking the 

presence of bat populations into account du-

ring the approval process for the construction 

of wind energy converters. It involves deter-

mining which species occur in the vicinity of 

the turbines, so that the collision risks can be 

analysed in relation to time of day and season 

as well as wind speed. This information can 

then form the basis for the decision.

Dr. Robert Brinkmann and his colleagues pre-

sented their preliminary results during a con-

ference at Leibniz University in Hanover. A first 

set of data is expected to be published in mid-

2010. The short versions of the presentations 

with the most salient results of the study are 

available from the Leibnitz University website.

Study: Bats and wind energy converters

Brown long-eared bats hunt close to the vegetation. Bat species 
with similar hunting behaviours are barely at risk from WECs.
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New additions to product portfolio

ENERCON joins the 

3 MW class

ENERCON intends to use these new turbines in the 2.3 and 3 MW 
classes to satisfy the growing demand for wind turbines in this 

capacity range. Market studies indicate that in Europe alone, there is 
potential for installing roughly another 80 gigawatts of wind energy 
power till 2013. “This potential can be exploited to a large degree by 
machines in the 3 MW class,” says ENERCON Sales Director Stefan 
Lütkemeyer. 

Among the new turbine types, the technology of the E-82/2.3 MW 
is most closely related to the existing E-82/2.0 MW model. With the 
same rotor diameter and tower height (between 78 and 138 metres), 
it can achieve a yield increase of 3 to 6 percent – depending on the 
wind speed – at the same location. “We‘ve improved the design of 
the cast iron components in the nacelle and optimised the air cooling 
system,” explains Arno Hildebrand, Engineering Manager at Wobben 
Research & Development (WRD).

E-82/3 MW: Top yields for wind class IA

The previously used stator support star of the generator has been 
replaced with a stator shield that is shaped in such a way as to pro-
tect the generator mechanically and to allow further components to 
be fitted directly to it. In contrast to the E-82/2.3 MW, the E-82/3 MW 
is also suitable for locations where average wind speeds exceed 
8.5 m/s (at hub height). In addition, the generator is somewhat longer 
than the one in the E-82/2.3 MW. For installations of this wind turbine 
at wind class IEC IA sites, 85-metre tubular steel towers are used. For 
wind class IIA sites, the typical ENERCON precast concrete towers (78 
to 138 m hub height) are available.

The installation of the E-82/3 MW prototype will begin in January; 
series manufacturing is scheduled to start towards the end of the 
year. Power curve calculations for the E-82/3 MW indicate a yield 
increase of 15 to 20 percent compared to the E-82/2.0 MW – for 

ENERCON is currently expanding its product range by introducing the E-82/2.3 MW and the E-82/3 MW – 

advanced models based on the E-82/2.0 MW – as well as the newly developed E-101 model, another 3 MW 

machine. The E-82/3 MW is suited to wind class IA and IIA locations. The E-101 has been specially designed 

for locations rated up to wind class IEC IIA. The prototype of the 2.3 MW machine has been running since Fe-

bruary 2009 at a site in Fiebing in north-western Germany; the remaining prototypes will be installed this year.

Since February 2009, the first E-82/2.3 MW is turning in Lower Saxony.
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Building on tried-and-tested E-82 technology

“In designing the E-101, we‘ve based ourselves mostly on E-82 tech-
nology,” says Hildebrand. The E-82 is currently ENERCON‘s most-
produced model. Crucial features such as component size as well as 
transport and manufacturing dimensions of the new model have been 
based on those of the E-82. The diameter of the generator has not 
changed, which means that established standards for transport and 
manufacturing can remain in place. The load-bearing components 
have been reinforced, however, because the rotor area of the E-101 
is 1.5 times larger than that of the E-82. Consequently, the machine 
is subject to stronger forces acting upon it. 

The E-101 WEC is available with precast concrete towers only, hub 
heights are 99 or 135 metres. It is designed as a wind class IIA ma-
chine, but is also suitable for locations with less intensive wind pat-
terns. At comparable sites, it achieves 1.5 times the yield of a 2 MW 
machine. 

Study of the E-82/3 MW.

wind speeds above 8.5 m/s. The higher the wind speed, the larger 
the difference.

3 MW turbines run with water cooling systems

The E-82/3 MW and E-101/3 MW are fitted with water cooling sys-
tems. “This is not really new territory for us,” explains Hildebrand. 
ENERCON has already used this type of cooling system in more than 
150 machines of type E-82 – and achieved an increase in rated pow-
er. “Our experience has been positive. The system works very well.” 
In contrast to the E-82/2.0 MW, however, the cooling fins are no lon-
ger installed on the roof of the nacelle where they would be very 
noticeable; they are now built into the casing. Water cooling systems 
have been common in other areas of machine engineering for a long 
time. They have proven their worth in many diverse areas of appli-
cation during decades of use. For example, steam locomotives from 
around the turn of the 20th century had cooling units of a similar 
shape as those now found in new ENERCON wind energy converters. 
The use of stainless steels makes sure that the water pipes retain 
their cooling properties even after 20 years of use. Separate monito-
ring instruments watch the cooling system constantly. “The operating 
system detects any changes immediately and reacts accordingly,” 
explains the WRD design engineer. 

The names of the wind classes used in this article correspond to the 
established standards set by the International Electrotechnical Com-
mission (IEC). The names use Roman numerals from I to IV that refer to 
average wind speed (I < 10 m/s, II < 8.5 m/s, III < 7.5 m/s, IV < 6 m/s) 
as well as 50-year extreme values. The appended letters A-C desi-
gnate turbulence classes. “A” indicates high turbulence (< 18 % at
15 m/s wind speed), “B” medium turbulence, and “C” low turbulence.

IEC wind classes

E-101 wind turbine; prototype installation will start in mid-2010.
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ENERCON impresses financial 

partners and customers

Viana do Castelo

In early November 2009, ENERCON invited customers and financial partners to the Castelo Santiago da Barra 

in Viana do Castelo, Portugal. “This forum serves as an information platform for our international financial 

partners and customers. We would like to present an overview of our most recent advances in technology, 

and our company‘s financial strength and future markets,” said ENERCON Managing Director Hans-Dieter 

Kettwig. More than 150 participants from around the world were witness to the first public presentation of 

the new 3 MW class by the Aurich-based manufacturer.

ENERCON is your dependable partner in the wind industry – this has 
been true for the last 25 years, and will continue to be true in the 

future,” said Hans-Dieter Kettwig at the forum. He underpinned this 
statement with company data proving the performance and reliability 
of the wind turbine manufacturer. For example, out of the 3.2 GW of 
installed power planned for 2009, 2.5 GW had already been realised 
by the end of September. “This shows that this year as in previous 
years, we are living up to our forecasts,” said Kettwig. After the pre-
vious year‘s great leap (+27 %), corporate performance increased 
moderately in 2009. Mr. Kettwig analysed the individual markets to 
demonstrate that, financial crisis notwithstanding, ENERCON maintai-
ned the installation levels of the previous years in many European 
countries and even exceeded them in some, such as Germany, Cana-
da, Belgium, Italy, Sweden, and Turkey. He was however critical of cur-

rent developments in Spain where the cap on feed-in tariffs for wind 
electricity from new turbines introduced in May 2009 as well as the 
public discussion about the prolongation of this limitation are creating 
massive insecurity among investors and manufacturers. “Spain finally 
needs to clear matters up. Only then can the wind energy sector con-
tinue to evolve in that country.”

Mr. Kettwig pointed out that ENERCON‘s high equity share was a cru-
cial security factor that enabled the company to remain independent 
and to continue its secure and solid growth. “And this is of course a 
benefit to our customers and their financial partners.” In addition, the 
comprehensive provisions covering services under the EPK mainte-
nance contracts (ENERCON PartnerKonzept) add an important layer 
of security.

Visiting the mechatronics plant; Tiago Santos, Diogo Monteiro (both BANIF) and Rita Cayolla Ribeiro (Barclays) at the Bustavade wind farm, part of Alto Minho project (240 MW).
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When it comes to investments, ENERCON is equally guided by its goals 
of independence, reliability, and innovation. “By now, our investments 
have reached figures in the 3-digit million euro range per year,” re-
ported Kettwig. “Over the coming years, ENERCON will continue to 
invest in its renowned vertical integration and industrial manufactu-
ring of WEC components and logistics.” Banks who have supported 
ENERCON projects range from the German state-owned regional 
banks (HSH Nordbank, Nord LB, Landesbank Saar, Bayerische Lan-
desbank) via BNP Paribas, La Caixa, and Commerzbank to Fortis, 
Co-operative Bank, Rabobank, and Triodos. Mr. Kettwig thanked 
the attending representatives of these banks for the trust placed in
ENERCON and the good cooperation. 

Participants could witness the success of ENERCON‘s investment in 
Portugal with their own eyes. In small groups, they visited the tower 
and rotor blade manufacturing plants in the harbour of Viana do Cas-
telo as well as the mechatronics plant, and generator and E-module 
production facilities in nearby Lanheses. The participants‘ response 
was positive. “ENERCON manages to transfer and replicate the know-
how and quality of its German factories without losing anything in the 
process,” says Rudolf Klumpp, responsible for the financing of energy 
projects at HSH Nordbank. “Whether you look at an ENERCON factory 
in Magdeburg in Germany, or Viana do Castelo in Portugal: You see 
the same highly-motivated staff and efficient structures everywhere.”

Speaking at the forum, ENERCON Sales Director Stefan Lütkemeyer 
said that the financial crisis and growing competition were currently 
the greatest challenges facing the wind energy market. “Wind energy 
has changed from a seller‘s market to a ‘normal’ market.” ENERCON‘s 
response is to continue the development of its gearless technology, 
creating machines with few moving parts which minimises mainte-
nance cost and guarantees high availability. Latest achievements in-
clude the evolution of the E-82/2.0 MW into the E-82/2.3 MW and the 

E-82/3 MW. The latter, equipped with a modified generator, will be in-
stalled for the first time this year. Series production will start in the fourth 
quarter. In addition, Lütkemeyer presented the E-101/3 MW, a prototype 
of which will 
be installed in 
the summer. 
“Our model 
calculations 
for WECs with 
1 0 0 - m e t r e 
d i a m e t e r s 
have shown 
that the 
E-101 – given 
a wind speed 
of 6.5 m/s at 
a height of 
100 metres –  
achieves a significantly higher yield compared to similar machines by 
other manufacturers.” ENERCON is confident that its product portfolio 
has well-equipped the company for the future. Lütkemeyer referred to 
a study published by BTM Consult that indicates a potential of 220 GW 
of new wind energy installations worldwide until the year 2013. “We 
want to increase our market share.” However, customer satisfaction 
remains key, he added – quality will never be compromised.

150 participants attended the forum, some coming from as far away 
as Canada and Japan. One of them was Joachim Uecker, Managing 
Director of Energiequelle, a company that plans and operates renewa-
ble power plants. “I was particularly impressed by the Alto Minho wind 
farm. The site, which is located at an altitude of 800 metres, proves 
that it is possible to successfully realise good and economically sound 
projects even under difficult geographical conditions.”

At the forum; ENERCONPOR Managing Director F. Laranjeira, ENERCON Chief Production Manager K. Peters, ENERCON Managing Directors H.-D. Kettwig and A. Wobben.

Visiting the rotor blade factory in Viana do Castelo.
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E-126 turns into 

7.5 MW turbine 

Multi-megawatt class

Installation of E-126

The modified E-126 is now suitable not only for IEC wind class I si-
tes with turbulence class C, but also for wind classes IA and IB. To 

achieve this, some minor modifications were made. For example, the 
machine design was adapted to load assumptions for locations with 
stronger turbulence. In addition, the generator cooling system was 
optimised. The ventilation fans of ENERCON wind energy converters 
are built into the nacelle casing. The air intake has been modified in 
such a way that the cooling capacity can be exploited more efficiently. 
“We have tried and proven that we can operate the E-126 safely and 

with the required reserves even at 7.5 MW rated power,” explains 
Arno Hildebrand, Head of Construction Department at Wobben Re-
search & Development in Aurich. A monitoring system supports the 
control system of the wind turbine. “Depending on the location, the 
WEC control system assesses the loads that occur and mitigates any 
extremes, for example by pitching the rotor blades or turning the na-
celle,” says Hildebrand.

So far, the rated power of the E-126 was 6 MW. 

However, ENERCON‘s R&D organisation – Wobben 

Research & Development (WRD) in Aurich – has 

revaluated the performance of this turbine type 

above the 6 MW mark. Result: With just a few modi-

fications, the E-126 is now able to operate safely at 

7.5 MW rated power.

E-126/6 MW in Hamburg-Altenwerder.

In late November, ENERCON installation teams for the first time used 
the new, ENERCON-owned Terex Demag CC 9800 large-scale crane 

to hoist an E-126 hub near Emden, Germany. The crane fully proved 
its worth and accomplished some truly heavy-duty work. The hub with 
the pre-assembled inner blade segments weighs in at 340 tons. At 
the working radius required to hoist the hub, the Terex-Demag has a 
maximum lifting capacity of 360 t.

Rigging the hub took five hours alone; lifting it off the centre frame ano-
ther hour. A smaller crane took care of guiding the hub, making sure 
the downward-pointing rotor blade did not touch the ground when the 
hub was tilted. The hoisting itself was completed in 20 minutes. The 
installation team then spent the remainder of their work day inside 
the nacelle, bolting rotor and machine house. Project manager Sonja 
Kehmeier is proud that the entire installation process could be com-
pleted in just 2.5 months, from tower construction to the mounting of 
the blades. “Because the end of the year was close, we were working 

to a tight deadline: 
The teams worked 
in parallel, buil-
ding the tower, 
pre-assembling 
the hub, and pre-
paring the ground 
equipment for the 
crane on a dedi-
cated hardstand.” 
This WEC is the 
first E-126 in the 
fleet of the Stadt-
werke Emden (SWE) utility. SWE Managing Director Remmer Edzards 
emphasised that the E-126 with its estimated yield of 20 million kWh 
will significantly contribute to an efficient power supply to the city; and 
its goal of going 100 % regenerative.

First deployment of ENERCON‘s new giant crane

Shortly before hoisting: Rotor hub rigged to the crane.
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E-70 turbine No. 100 

installed in Taiwan

ENERCON East Asia

All the ENERCON WECs on Taiwan are wind class I. They are desig-
ned for a surviving wind speed of 70 m/s and an annual average 

wind speed of 10 m/s. And this is needed. During the windy winter 
season it is not unusual to see the WECs producing at rated power 
day in and day out. 

In the installation season during summer, the assembly sometimes 
has to be stopped for several days, while typhoons with wind speed 
above 60 m/s are passing. This also happened during installation of 
turbine number 100 in summer last year. “Normally, such typhoons 
have no influence on the work in progress other than the missed 
days,” explains Jørn Kristensen, ENERCON Sales Manager for East 
Asia. The reason is that the WECs and materials on the ground as 
well as in the harbour are extraordinarily secured and lashed to the 
ground. But a strong typhoon last August was extremely wet and gave 
an excessive amount of rain, Kristensen reports. “This caused a lot 
of flooding, and several people were killed in the mountains and the 
rivers. Even large highway bridges were washed away and prevented 
the transportation of towers to the sites for several weeks.”

ENERCON installed the first WECs in Taiwan in 1991/1992. These 
were four E-40/600 kW WECs supplied to the state owned power 
company Taiwan Power Company (TPC) and installed on Penghu 
Island. Later, this project was extended with additional four 600 kW 
machines. Both projects were done in close cooperation with Chung-
Hsin Electric & Machinery Mfg. Corp. (CHEM). Together, CHEM and 
ENERCON also won contracts for six E-44/900 kW and twelve 
E-70/2.3 MW turbines to be supplied to TPC this year. The E-44 are 
presently under construction on Penghu Island, and the E-70 on the 
west coast of the main island: two at the Datan Power station and ten 
at Wang-Kong south of Taichung.

In 2005, ENERCON installed the first project of E-70 for an Inde-
pendent Power Producer (IPP) – a 25 turbine project developed by 
InfraVest Wind Power Group, an affiliate of a German developer of the 
same name. This turned out to be the first in a number of projects for 
this developer. E-70 number 100 is included in the 5th InfraVest pro-
ject. In addition, during 2009 ENERCON installed an 11.5 MW project 
for Lung-Kang Wind Power Corporation on the west coast. The project 

consists of 5 E-70/2.3 MW 
turbines and is developed 
and owned by the large 
industrial group Tung-Ho 
Steel Enterprise Corp.

All the time and for all pro-
jects, ENERCON has co-
operated with Giant, Taipei, 
for inland transportation 
and cranes for the instal-
lation. Quite a significant 
part of special equipment 
is requested for transpor-
tation, and Giant made this 
investment from the start 
of the first project. Foun-
dation sections and towers 
are purchased locally from 
large steel manufacturing 
companies.

This has involved an im-
portant transfer of quality 
assurance requirements 
and paint systems for the 
towers. Until now, the to-
wers have been manu-
factured and supplied by 
China Steel Machinery 
Corporation (CSMC). “Also 
for the years to come, 
ENERCON is expected to 
be one of the leading sup-
pliers to the Taiwanese 
market. The government 
has a policy to install wind energy. The players in the market are 
power company TPC and a number of developers like InfraVest and 
Tung-ho for IPP,” Kristensen states.

During the windy season in December last year, ENERCON installed the E-70 number 100 in Taiwan.The turbi-

ne is included in the fifth project developed by a Taiwanese affiliate of the German InfraVest.

Representatives of customer, developer and 
executive companies cutting a jubilee cake.

Float of balloons in honour of the celebrated.



The first E-33 on New Zealand‘s Scott Base in Antarctica took up 
operation on 2 December 2009. On that day, it fed the first elec-

tricity from a regenerative source into the grid on Ross Island; previ-
ously, the island depended entirely on diesel-generated power. In the 
future, the wind farm with its three ENERCON wind energy converters 
will cover a significant portion of the electricity requirements of the 
island where up to 1350 people live during the summer. Previously, 
4.5 million litres of diesel were burned for this purpose every year. 

“This is the southernmost wind farm in the world,” comments an 
enthusiastic Scott Bennett, project manager with Meridian Energy, 
a utility company headquartered in Wellington. Before this, the two 
E-30 turbines at Australia‘s Mawson Station in Antarctica were con-
sidered the southernmost in the world. “The commissioning of the 
first turbine on Ross Island turned into a real struggle between man 
and machine,” reports Bennett. At about 10 o‘clock at night, the fine-

tuning of the equipment was finally complete; the turbine then went 
on to produce electricity through the rest of night. The first E-33, says 
the Meridian engineer, has set a “widely visible sign that renewable 
energies have arrived on Ross Island”. Located on a high plateau 
on Crater Hill, a volcanic mountain lying between the US American 
McMurdo Station and New Zealand‘s Scott Base, the wind farm can 
easily be observed from both stations. “The residents watch very at-
tentively as the rotors turn,” says Bennett.

While the first of the turbines on Crater Hill was being commissioned, 
the installation of WECs number two and three was progressing at a 
brisk pace. The four-man installation team was able to draw on the 
experience gained while working on the first WEC. “We are making 
much faster progress now,” reports Andrea von Lindeiner, ENERCON‘s 
sales representative for Australia and New Zealand. Among the par-
ticular features of the Ross Island project are the foundation spiders 

Three E-33 turbines supply

Scott Base & McMurdo Station

Renewables in Antarctica

On 16 January, New Zealand‘s Minister of Foreign Affairs Murray McCully and US Ambassador David Huebner 

inaugurated three E-33 turbines on Ross Island through a live link from Auckland to Antarctica. Since Decem-

ber, the wind farm has been supplying New Zealand‘s and US research stations on Ross Island with electrici-

ty. The installation was carried out by ENERCON in cooperation with Wellington-based Meridian Energy. 

The first wind energy converter on Ross Island, one out of three E-33, has been running since 2 December 2009.



EWEC 2010 

(Warsaw/Poland)

European wind energy conference & exhibition 

20 – 23 April 2010

www.ewec2010.info

ENERGY at Hanover Fair 2010 

(Hanover/Germany)

Technology tradeshow for the energy mix of the future

19 – 23 April 2010

www.hannovermesse.de

All Energy 2010

(Aberdeen/Scotland)

Renewable energy exhibition & conference

19 – 20 May 2010

www.all-energy.co.uk

ICCI 2010 

(Istanbul/Turkey)

International fair for energy and the environment

12 – 14 May 2010

www.icci.com.tr

Sireme 2010 

(Paris/France)

Exhibition for renewable energy & energy management

9 – 11 June 2010

www.sireme.fr 

2nd Day of the wind industry in Bavaria

(Fürth/Germany)

BWE-organised meeting for suppliers, planners & operators

17 March 2010

www.wind-energie.de IN
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Grid connection expert Andree Laurien connecting the pitch motor for the blades.

Tower construction for the “world‘s most southern wind energy converter”.

that anchor the WECs to the ground. Conventional foundations would 
not set properly because of the cold conditions. Hence, steel structu-
res with precast concrete feet were designed and manufactured by a 
Wellington-based construction company. “We were very happy when 
we found that the flange of the foundation steel spider fitted with the 
bottom flange of the tower despite the fact that these two compo-
nents had been designed and built on opposite sides of the earth,” 
says Sebastian Kunze, installation technician with ENERCON Support.

On 1 December 2009, the rotor and rotor blades for WEC number two 
were hoisted and installed. The installation progress was not least 
due to a change in weather bringing relatively mild temperatures, fog, 
and calm conditions. Turbine number two was plugged into the grid in 
mid-December, turbine number three in January.

“The wind has been interrupting installation constantly,” says Kunze‘s 
colleague at ENERCON Support, installation technician Andree Lau-
rien, who has been working on Ross Island since early November. 
Wind speeds of more than 40 m/s are not uncommon. On some days, 
they worked while outside temperatures ranged from -13 to -18 
degrees Celsius. With the added wind chill, these temperatures felt 
colder than -20 degrees. “Cold like that creeps through your jacket 
in no time.” The WECs had already been delivered to the site in the 
previous year. All components made it through the storage period un-
harmed, but snow managed to get into one of the 40-foot containers. 
“I worked for three days, carefully removing the snow with a spade, 
until I was able to recover all parts.” 

Laurien and Kunze felt comfortable on Scott Base; the station‘s resi-
dents (84 in December) have made them feel very welcome. On their 
free Sundays, excursions to outlying posts for research projects provi-
ded some recreation. “There is a spirit of helpfulness and talent for im-
provisation among the residents that help coping with the challenges. 
Once I needed a 4-ohm resistor, and got an old porcelain one from the 
materials store of McMurdo. At first, I was sceptical, but it worked.”
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A new benchmark for site 

practices 

Bear Mountain Project, Canada

Last autumn, ENERCON completed the installation of the Bear Mountain project in the province of British 

Columbia, Canada. The wind farm has a total rated power of 102 MW and is the first one to connect to the grid 

in British Columbia, says wind farm owner AltaGas. Thanks to the stable south-westerly wind currents, 34 wind 

energy converters spaced at 160-metre intervals could be realised at this site. At the same time, the location 

atop a long, narrow mountain ridge demanded some unusual modifications to standard installation practices.

Bear Mountain has been installed more quickly than any other pro-
ject I‘ve ever seen,“ says ENERCON civil engineer Nils Wingert 

who is based in Lethridge, Alberta. The wind farm is located 15 kilo-
metres south-west of the town of Dawson Creek in western Canada. 
Due to the limited space on the ridge of the mountain range and the 
steady brisk winds, single-blade installation had to be used for all 
34 turbines. A narrow-track crawler crane proved to be of invalua-
ble help during installation. At only four metres, its track width was 

not even half that of the second, conventional crane. “After finishing 
work on one turbine, this crane could overtake the other crane and be 
ready at the next available tower within half a day,” explains Wingert. 
Setting up and dismantling the conventional crawler crane, on the 
other hand, took the teams two days at some sites. The conventional 
and the narrow-track crane were working in parallel on all installati-
on tasks from tower construction to single-blade installation. At the 
temporary storage area, small mobile cranes supported the teams 

Mobile 250 t telescopic crane assisting single blade installation (foreground) and conventional crawler crane lifting machine house on Bear Mountain Ridge.



with the pre-assembly work such as mounting trailing edge sections 
to rotor blades. “We used the just-in-time approach to deliver rotor 
blades and machine houses to the individual sites,” says Wingert. His 
co-worker, site manager Jens Trappmann from ENERCON Internatio-
nal Support, had tested such a central pre-assembly area for the first 
time during a wind farm project in Eemshaven in the Netherlands in 
2008. He had to make some adjustments to account for the diffe-
rent conditions on Bear Mountain Ridge. “Even though we were doing 
single-blade installation, the wind did pose problems. Frequently, the 
wind speed would be just above the permissible limit,” says Wingert. 
Once other installation work was complete, the narrow-track crane 
was therefore also used for blade installation because it was able to 
continue installation work at slightly stronger winds.

In total, one pre-assembly, two installation and two blade installation 
teams were at work on Bear Mountain. Each team consisted of two 
specialists from ENERCON Support, flown in from the German head-
quarters, and six to eight Canadian technicians. “ENERCON is cur-
rently setting up permanent installation teams in Canada. The people 
working here at Bear Mountain have really proven their worth. Service 
in Canada could definitely also use them for the long term.” In addi-
tion, a number of Canadian contractors could establish themselves, 
such as crane company Eagle West Wind Energy, Formula Contrac-
tors for foundations, and transport company Salco Energy Services. 

The project was originally launched by the Peace Energy Cooperati-
ve in Dawson Creek, a local renewable energies initiative with 400 
members. It owned the exclusive rights to develop a commercial wind 
farm in the midst of the local Bear 
Mountain recreational area (offe-
ring skiing, hiking, and ATV riding). 
For this purpose, the cooperative 
partnered with Aeolis Wind Power 
Corporation based in Sydney on 
Vancouver Island who developed 
the wind farm further. In 2006 Bri-
tish Columbia Hydro, the province‘s 
utility company and grid operator, 
awarded three contracts for elec-
tricity feed-in from wind farm pro-
jects in the region: One of them 
went to the Bear Mountain project.

During the development of other 
wind farms in British Columbia, 
 Aeolis had previously cooperated with the AltaGas Income Trust which 
specialises in the development and operation of energy generation 
systems of all kinds. “In 2007, we acquired the entire project from 
Aeolis and the Peace Energy Cooperative,” says AltaGas company 
spokesperson Adrianne Lovric. “Based on their early partnership in 
this project, Aeolis and the Peace Energy Cooperative receive annual 
royalties from the proceeds once the wind farm is operational.” Bear 

Mountain is AltaGas‘ first wind farm. “Our commitment to renewable 
energy is driven by market demand for clean energy,” explains Lovric. 
Its high average wind speeds of 7.6 to 8.2 m/s at hub height (78 
metres) and its proximity to the existing grid infrastructure make Bear 
Mountain the ideal location for a wind farm, says AltaGas. 
  
The construction of the 34 E-82 turbines on Bear Mountain Range has 
been accompanied by an extensive environmental monitoring pro-
gramme that continues through the turbines‘ first years of operation. 

Aspects such as geology, hydrology, 
and water quality as well as the de-
velopment of wildlife populations 
(such as the impact on bats) and 
vegetation are assessed by scien-
tific experts, reports AltaGas. The 
monitoring programme is sche-
duled to conclude about three years 
after the commissioning of the wind 
farm. While construction was under 
way, a large area around the site 
was closed off for safety reasons. 
Shortly after the wind farm was 
commissioned, strollers, hikers, 
and skiers returned to the moun-
tain tops of Bear Mountain Range, 
reports ENERCON project manager 

Nils Wingert. The entire area except for the fenced-off lots immediately 
surrounding the wind turbines is once again accessible to the public.  

AltaGas is going to put up information boards about the project inside 
the wind farm and will additionally partner with an outreach/interpre-
tive centre in the city of Dawson Creek to offer off-site interpretive 
information on the wind farm.
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Bear Mountain wind farm after commissioning in October 2009.

Relocating the narrow track crawler crane.
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Placing 

the large

components

This January, installation team 23 is working in the town of Sögel 
in the north-western German region of Emsland. Since November 

eight men under the supervision of team leader Kevin Alfs, 21, have 
been installing E-82 wind turbines owned by the Norderland wind en-
gineering company all around the 6,000-inhabitant town. Today, they 
will hoist the rotor hub for the 5th out of a total of seven new turbines 
in this wind farm. On the ground, four technicians are busy preparing 
the hub: They attach the spinner cap to the rotor hub that is already 
rigged to the crane hook, and seal the joints. “We make sure to com-
plete as many steps as possible on the ground, because once at the 
top, doing the same task usually takes a lot more effort,” explains 
Alfs. Temperatures are just above freezing. But winds are light and 
favourable for hoisting the hub. The morning fog has lifted, allowing 
the crane operator a clear view of the machine house that is about 100 
metres above the ground. 

Concentration and precision required

In the machine house, the other half of the team is preparing for the 
placement of the hub. Daniel Sebbel, 27, is in charge of maintaining 
radio contact with his team leader and the crane operator. The men 
use the “waiting time” until the hub is finally hoisted to clean the na-
celle, mount casing sections, and complete some last preparation 

Service installation technician

Worldwide, more than 50 teams of installation tech-

nicians set up wind energy converters for ENERCON 

and its customers. Their tasks range from preparing 

the final steel section for hoisting onto the precast 

concrete tower, to installing machine house, genera-

tor, and rotor hub, assisting the grid connection team 

e.g. by hoisting cables inside steel towers. Service is 

currently looking for technicians to join installation 

teams in Sweden, France, Turkey, Canada, the UK, 

and Ireland. The German Service companies, too, 

have vacancies for technicians, team leaders, and 

construction site supervisors.
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Daniel Sebbel guiding the hub on the final centimetres of its approach.

Tightening bolts to torque.

Team leader Kevin Alfs (left) and a co-worker preparing the hub for hoisting.



The Service companies for ENERCON WECs in Sweden, France, Canada, the UK, and 

Ireland are currently looking for installation technicians. Teams consist of eight to ten 

workers. They are responsible for all installation stages from hoisting the topmost steel 

sections for precast concrete towers to the installation of generator and rotor hub. Each 

team works on installation projects in its own country. In Germany, assignments are 

typically limited to the regional base of each team: However, assignments in neighbou-

ring Service regions as well as abroad in partnering countries are possible.

Service installation technician job profile

Key qualifications:

 Vocational training in mechanical 

enginee ring

 Enthusiasm for wind energy; physical 

fitness; ability to work at heights

Tasks and responsibilities: 

 Installation of WEC components on 

top of the tower

Advantages:

+ Varied tasks and responsibilities per-

taining to WEC installation

+ Practical introduction to all aspects of 

the job

+ Highest standards of safety

+ Career opportunities within the 

Servi ce organisation
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tasks such as arranging bolts and tools and adjusting the torque on 
the hydraulic wrench. Just before the hub is level with the nacelle, one 
man steps into the front part of the generator to coordinate guiding the 
axle pin and hub into the exact position. Meanwhile, Sebbel and tech-
nicians Pattrick Widuck, 23, and Benjamin Braun, 27, are keeping an 
eye on the hub. Sebbel tells the crane operator how far to move the jib 
and how much to lower the crane rope. “Guiding the hub into place is 
always an exciting moment: You really have to concentrate and work 
very precisely,” says Sebbel. Once the last few millimetres have been 
negotiated and the hub has made contact, the nuts are screwed onto 
the threaded bolts. Benjamin Braun climbs into the spinner to adjust 
and secure the shrunk-on-disc rotor onto the generator.

“The team up there still has a couple of hours of work 
left,” says Alfs who coordinates the hoisting of the hub 
from the ground. After pre-assembly is complete, the 
placing of the topmost steel tower section and of the na-
celle components without blades takes about two days 
for the E-82, but due to the current weather conditions, 
the team usually needs a little longer, ex plains Alfs. The 
qualified industrial machine mechanic from the western 
Münsterland region has been with team 23, which be-
longs to Service company Service Mitte GmbH, since 
February 2009. After his initial training, experienced 
co-workers from Service North-West headquarters in 
Aurich provided additional guidance until he was ready 
to take over the team leader role in August. “The co-
workers from headquarters gradually returned to their 
original teams. Their place was filled by new, young, and 
highly motivated individuals from our home region who 
have grown into a great team,” says Alfs. 

Hoisting of the rotor hub has begun.

The young team leader received his vocational training in a textile ma-
chine engineering company in Coesfeld. After successfully completing 
his apprenticeship, he found that working permanently in the same 
place was not what he wanted to do. “I wanted to get out.” At the job 
centre, he was told about a job opening that was out of the ordinary. 
“It was the first time I‘d ever heard about ENERCON.” He did a 2-day 
work trial with Service Mitte‘s mechanical maintenance team. “That‘s 
when I realised how much I enjoy working outside and at height.” 

“No two construction sites are alike!”

WEC installation does not involve the same level of craftsmanship as 
machine engineering, says Alfs. But there‘s always something new 
going on. The dependency on the weather as well as the different soil 
types and access conditions means that no two construction sites are 
ever alike. “We lift heavy components into great heights. It requires 
excellent teamwork to move each part into its proper spot smoothly, 
and it‘s a great feeling every time we accomplish this.”

“For this kind of work, you really need to be a team player”, agrees 
Alfs‘ co-worker Hans Overkämping, 33. If the weather is good, 10 to 
12-hour working days are the norm. In addition, the team is living on 
the road because 95 percent of their construction sites are located 
more than one hour away from the team‘s central store in Dülmen. 
“That means we have to spend our weeknights in hotels,” says the 
former motorcycle mechanic. A good team spirit is crucial as well 
as a good sense of humour for maintaining concentration under the 
high pressure of long installation jobs. “It works best when we all pull 
our weight.” In Sögel, team 23 still has two E-82 turbines to install. In 
a few weeks, their next assignment will be a site near the bigger city 
of Münster. Overkämping is looking forward to their free evenings 
spent together in the city. “We enjoy going bowling together.”
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Connectors and seawater-proof 

housings for the wind industry

Plug connectors are used in many areas: Robot design, transpor-
tation, telecommunication, and classical machine engineering. In 

ENERCON WECs, from the very start they have been used wherever 
possible to replace the traditional terminals in the wiring of energy 
converters. “Plug connectors save material and installation costs,” 
says Jens Grunwald, Sales Manager with Harting Germany. The con-
tacts of the plug connectors are integrated into support/mounting 
frames. Fitting these frames onto standardised support rails is quick 
and low maintenance. This approach supports the modularisation of 
connection elements in electrical cabinets. “Modular systems can be 
pre-assembled and tested separately,” adds Grunwald.

“Even back in the day when ENERCON was building the E-15, we 
recognised that it makes sense to use a plug-in design for electrical 
assemblies and functional units instead of hardwiring them,” says 

Ulrich Neundlinger, Managing Director of Elektric Schaltanlagenferti-
gung in Aurich. As time went by, the use of these parts was extended 
to more and more areas.

Largest employer in town

Harting‘s company headquarters are located in the centre of Espel-
kamp, a town with 25,000 inhabitants in the North-East of the Ger-
man state of North Rhine-Westphalia. The headquarters house the 
research and development department with a staff of 400, as well as 
production lines in the areas of electrical and electronic connection 
and network technology. The company premises as well as the neigh-
bouring residential streets are lined with trees. Espelkamp is famous 
for its abundant green spaces. After World War II, many refugees from 
the formerly German territories in eastern Europe found shelter here; 

Harting Technology Group

For 25 years, the Harting group based in Espelkamp, a town in the German region of Eastern Westphalia, has 

been supplying plug connectors for ENERCON wind energy converters. The meticulous workmanship as well as 

the high quality of materials used – e.g. highly weatherproof coatings on plug housings, and gold-plated plug 

connector contacts – ensure the long service life of Harting‘s products. The manufacturer‘s particular strength 

is to take on and solve design challenges, and bring new products to maturity for series manufacturing.

Harting sales manager Jens Grunwald, who established the contact with ENERCON in 1985, holding a Harting plug connector on a blade relay box.
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within a few years, this gave rise to a large available workforce for the 
industrial reconstruction. In 1950, the family-owned Harting business 
moved here from Minden, the capital city of the district. At that time, 
Harting produced electric irons, cattle fence devices and low-watta-
ge light bulbs. Since then, the electrics manufacturer has made its 
mark on the town. There are five production facilities, and with a staff 
of about 1,600 people, the company is the largest local employer. 
Harting still uses old refugee camp buildings for administration, a 
cafeteria, and a modern test lab. 

In the 1950s, Harting started manufacturing electrical cigarette ven-
ding machines and jukeboxes. At the same time, the company began 
to specialise in plug connector technology. With the Han connectors, 
Harting created a worldwide industry standard. Around the turn of the 
millennium, the product range was enlarged significantly by adding 
industrial-strength solutions in Ethernet technology and intelligent 
opto-electrical plug connectors such as fibre-optic cables for WEC 
communication, as well as systems for flexible energy application.
After the demand for cigarette vending machines declined, Harting 
switched to using the now available capacities (metal punching 
presses, painting machines, etc.) for the production of weatherproof 
housings for the wind industry. And so today, Harting workers punch, 
weld, paint, test, and assemble stainless steel housings for battery 
control systems, low-voltage electrical cabinets, rotor sub-distributi-
on systems, and nacelle control cabinets. “Wind energy is an impor-
tant market for us, and ENERCON a top customer,” says Grunwald.

Trademark black surface coating

“Harting is a highly innovative company that sees the bigger pic-
ture,” emphasises Neundlinger. The manufacturer was often willing 
to add new modules to their product range that had previously been 
outside their core offering. E.g., Harting responded to ENERCON‘s 
need for seawater-proof connectors by developing corrosion-re-
sistant housings with a black surface powder coating. Today, these 
are a trademark feature of all power cabinets and supply units that
ENERCON ships overseas. Harting also made a substantial contributi-
on to the development of plug connectors for high amperage currents 
(>100 A) in ENERCON WECs. 

Among the ongoing joint projects is an LED lighting system for WEC 
towers. ENERCON designed the cable architecture; Harting provided its 
plug connector know-how and supplied the housing blanks for the LED 
lights made by manufacturer Trade Wind Energy. “We used to use flu-
orescent tubes inside the towers of ENERCON turbines,” says Thomas 
Bürger from the Special Components team at Elektric Schaltanlagen-
fertigung. The old system relied on a decentralised emergency power 
supply: a rechargeable battery for each fluorescent tube. By contrast, 
the LED system has a central power supply unit located in the base of 
the tower. If the power supply fails, Service technicians only need to 
replace one single battery. “This makes work a lot easier for our tech-
nicians,” explains Bürger.

Welding a housing for a rotor sub-distribution system.

Testing a plug connector for a fibre-optic cable. 

Inserting Harting plug connectors into an E-82 nacelle control cabinet.
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Wind energy to play crucial role in 

international climate agreement

Rémi Gruet

Windblatt: Within the next decade, CO2 emissions have to be reduced
considerably worldwide, if we want to prevent a temperature in-
crease of more than 2° C. Electricity generation will play a crucial role 
for this goal. What can wind energy contribute to the global efforts to 
resolve the CO2 problem?
Rémi Gruet: More than just electricity, it helps to address climate 
change. In a joint effort, GWEC and EWEA have looked at wind de-
velopment scenarios up to 2020, in Europe and globally. A projected 
capacity of 230 GW in the EU and more than 1,000 GW worldwide 
would help reduce the EU’s emission reduction target set for 2020 
by 33 % and between 42 % and 65 % of the commitments indus-
trialised countries are willing to take as part of a climate agreement. 
This shows both that wind is developing very rapidly and that it can 
be a major contributor to emission reductions by 2020, unlike other 
suggested technologies.

Windblatt: The current agreement on climate change offers developing 
countries possibilities to reduce emissions with the help of interna-
tional funding, in particular the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). 
Which role does wind energy play in the use of these mechanisms?
Gruet: At the end of 2009, wind accounted for 17 % of the projects 
registered as CDMs. These will generate about 11 % of all CDM cre-
dits on the carbon market. It is not bad, but the penetration of less 
sustainable projects dealing with coal emissions or industrial gas re-
duction is still too high and should be addressed by the UN at the next 
CDM reform.

Windblatt: Which conditions for international funding would you im-
prove to promote wind energy in climate politics?
Gruet: One needs to prove that an application for a wind project 
would not get off the ground without CDM financing. This can be an 
issue, since wind and renewable projects in the CDM often already 
get state support as they bring more local benefits building up the 
economy, protecting the environment, and training a skilled work-

force. Moving towards 
“multiproject baseline” 
policies could also be a 
solution, i.e. setting an 
upper CO2-emission limit 
for any new power plant 
applying for CDM finan-
cing.

Windblatt: You took part in the climate negotiations in Copenhagen. 
How obvious became the role of wind energy for climate policy?
Gruet: Arriving at the Bella centre, you could immediately notice the 
750 kW turbine towering over the centre providing CO2-free energy.  
Denmark’s landscape around Copenhagen, a climate/wind exhibition 
in the centre of town, adverts in the subway, two blades set at both 
entrances of the Bella Centre, GWEC and EWEA booths, a renewable 
platform in the lunch area, mentions in several side-events and do-
zens of wind people roaming the corridors, I think wind’s turnout was 
the best of all technologies at this event.

Windblatt: What are the next steps after the failure of the Copenhagen 
summit to bring the international negotiations on track again?  
Gruet: The so-called Copenhagen Accord is not a climate agree-
ment: It doesn’t set any targets, doesn’t really provide financing and 
is not legally binding. It is a face-saver for the failure of the heads of 
states. Other fora (MEF G 20 etc.) can help to advance the political 
commitment, but alternative arenas to the UNFCCC for a binding cli-
mate agreement don’t exist and the process will go on, based on the 
text that was elaborated prior to the show. The US climate bill needs 
to be passed, and more political will is needed from major countries, 
to continue negotiations e.g. this summer (probably in Bonn) and
COP 16 in December (Mexico), where we will hopefully reach an 
agreement. It’s not too late, people want it and we have the technolo-
gy to provide it: wind energy!

Instead of concentrating on renewable energies in the quest to reach a 

viable agreement on climate protection, politicians are debating whether 

carbon capture or reviving nuclear energy is the better means of produ-

cing CO
2
 free electricity. On behalf of the European Wind Energy Associa-

tion (EWEA), Rémi Gruet, is promoting the potential of wind energy at the 

climate negotiations.

Rémi Gruet.
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